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iUniverse, United States, 2004. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 152 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Pushed into action by Jane Pauley s voice and a
television image of a pack of cigarettes being handed through a hole in the Berlin Wall, author Jim
Lukach set off for Eastern Europe. Lost Inside the Happy Noise is a collection of essays that capture
the heady days of post-revolution in a small city in western Slovakia, days measured out in half-liter
beer glasses and startling self-discovery. Holding a mirror to the past--wild boar hunting safaris, a
Slovak television appearance, autograph sessions after teaching a successful English class--Lukach
reflects on how something as simple as dancing the polka can reach far into the future and
questions whether life could ever feel so full again. In Lost Inside the Happy Noise, Lukach evokes
with the realism of a dream the atmosphere of a time that passed too quickly by, days outside the
norm spent tramping through Slovakia or watching his train leave seven times without boarding.
But most of all, it is about the small moments teaching English and discoveries made in the most
surprising places.
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ReviewsReviews

This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- V ickie Wolff-- V ickie Wolff

The best publication i actually study. It is probably the most awesome ebook i actually have study. You are going to like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I--  Ms. Ha r m ony Sim onis I
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